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"overexploitcrldeveloping,
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fifteen
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ih. book available free
\trhar led you to do this? You must feel that it can have some impact
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Mclaren is one of the leading critical pedagogists in North America, and has written and edited approximately forty books and monographs on critical pedagogy and multicultural educati&-. His book LrTe in Schools: An Introduction to Critical Pedagogy in the Foundations ot
Education (lgg8) was named one of the twelve most significant writings by foreign authors in
the field of educational theory, policy and practice by the Moscow School of Social and Economic Sciences. Jaramillo has co-authored numerous publications with Mclaren, including
,,Alternative Globalizations: Toward a Critical Globalization Studies" and "A Moveable Fascism: Fear and loathing in the Empire of Sand." She received a Ph.D. in education at the UCIrA
Graduate School of Education & Information Studies.

but I cant take any credit for that. That wasrit my doing. It's

availthe standard policy of Sense Publishers to make e-versions of their book
countrics
able free ofcharge to interested readers in certain underdeveloped
(,underdeveloped" meaning "overexploited') who would either have access to
to run
the Internet, would know somebody who did, or would be in a position
and
offthe book on a printer Gee pg. roo). But it was something that Nathalia
inI considered before choosing a publisher for our book. \7e wanted a diverse
ternational audience for ourwork. I've hadbooks published by many diff-erent

is that
international audiences than other books of mine. The problem, though,
publishers
the
since
the book is unlikely to be stocked in many bookstores,
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peter L. Mclaren, UCI,A Professor of education, and Nathalia Jaramillo, Assistant Professor of
Cr:ltural Foundations at Purdue University, recently co-authored Pedagogy and Ptaxis in the
Age of Empire:Tbwards a New Humankm (Sense Publishers,2007), a collection of essays that
investigates corporate global capitalism and its relation to educational and social movements
in the United States and abroad.
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presses and believe that we need to be part ofan international
judging by the reviews and responses to the book, it's much more accessible ro
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work more by direct order through the Internet than though distributors.
That's one of the drawbacks for North American readers'
SC

ofyours to bring critical pedagory to the fbrefront in thc dis'
somc
cussion of education in the United States (and abroad). Before I dive into
it.'r
more specillc questions about the text, can you define "critical pedagogi'"
those of us who are not so familiar with the field?

It

is clearly a focus

$(ell I can try Sam. To me it seems clear that pedagogr is all about politics alld
politics has a pedagogical dimension. I wont have time to uncoil the revolu,ion"ry implications of th"t statement nor the congealed possibilities tbr advancing revolutions packed tightly within it. Suffice it to say that the greatest
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single intluence on my own development of revolutionary critical pedagory has
been Paulo F-reire, but my work is not exclusively Freirean. I(rhen we speak of
pedagog4 we are referring generally to teaching practices, techniques, the im-

plementation of curriculum content and instructional design, and horv all of
these practices organize, in an ideological sense, a pafticular relationship a
teacher has to her srudents and to the world, and helps to shape how a teacher
enables or constrains a particular view of knowledge and knowledge formation
that either assists students to read the word and the world fthat is, to learn dialogically and dialectically), or helps to restrict access and understanding ofthe
social world for students and their relationship to it.
Critical pedagog6 on the other hand, helps to undress the cultural fbrmations,
social relations and institutional and other organizational structures that mediate how we approach the concepts of curriculum, design, evaluation, classroom instruction, and the social construction of knowledge, such that these
forms and structures of mediation become more transparent in efforts to help
srudents locate their agency so that they can act more coherently as human
subjects growing up in conditions not of their own making. It does this byproviding an extensive vocabulary--essentially trans-disciplinary--that brings
some of the key insights from critical social theory and puts them at the serr
ice of teachers and students. It also helps to unite various struggles against social and economic injustice and join people together in common cause ageinsl
neoliberal capitalism and imperialism, without giving up on or diminishing the
specificity of their local struggles.
Revolutionary cridcal pedagory operates from an understanding that the basis
ofeducation is political and that spaces need to be created where snrdents can
be given the opportunity the skills, the vocabularyl and the resources to imag
ine a different world outside of capitalism's law of value G.e., socid form of
labor), where alternatives to capitalism and capitalist institutions can be discussed and debated and, most imponantly struggled fbr. It is really about developing an anti-racist, genderbalanced, anti-imperialist and antiaatriarchal
approach to reading the word and the world, one that is pro-socialist, that fo-
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to critical pedagory and one that teaches respect for the rights of urimals as
well. It is a tool not only to combat the great scarter of swine we find in our political arenas-the despots, the neocons, the chickenhawks, the war mongcr
ersit is a tool to fight the social relations that give rise to them and reprocluce
relations of exploitation intergenerationally Here critical educarors can join
forces with labor organizing, anti-free trade and anrisweatshop campaigru,
green mobilizations, indigenous movements, shaclsdweller and landless pcasant movements and debt repudiation coalitions.
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Some of the issues you raise in the book are extremely alarming: the treatment
of Karrina survivors by the government and the media, the rapid degradation
of the environment due to careless overproduction, the intense militarization
of the American public (made possible in large part by the numbing images and

I
,i,'
$

ffi'

commentary found onTV and radio), the imperialist actions of the U.S. gov* hI
ernment overseas (all in the name of freedom, of cowse), and so on. And yet, g,
it seems that a great portion of the public is ignorant to so much of this. After *.i:
all, according to one studyyou cite,42 percent ofthe public "believes that Sadi
dam Hussein is directly responsible" for 9lv; another study found that "one li
third of the American public believed that American military forces had found I
weapons ofmass destruction in Iraq."'What can be done to educate large num- t
bers of people who seem totally apathetic to the wodd around them? How can
eclucators help create a public that consists of cautious consumers of media?
1:

F

PM

I think that is an important question,

Sam. In our travels' one of the things
that struck us was what David Harvey calls "accumulation through dispossessiorf' (in contrast to accumulation by expanding wage labor). Flarvey is refer
ring here to the fact that some people 1et very rich through plundering
oppressed peoples of their rights---znd here he is speaking of members of the
transnarionalist capitalist class who are not contributing to the global economy but nevertheless are profiting obscenely from it-

The creation of landless peasants by privatizing land, the dispossession of people from the right to healthcare, from the right to dispose of their own resoufces, from the right to basic necessities required to live, from protection by
means of basic human rights, from access to all the conditions that create
human dignity and selFworth, were issues that struck us both during our trarr
els to South Africa, Israel and Palestine, Colombia, and Mexico.'Where we
found some good news was in meeti4g with groupes of teachers and activists
united in struggling for social, economic and political justice. These groups had
internalized Marx's insight into the process of humanization where human beings make themselves in every dimension of their being and must be able to do
so in a critically conscious manner and in sites and settings of their own choos-

ing. You seem to be asking: how can we be educated about this here in thc
United States *uough the media? Well, I think the way to create, as you sa);
'tautious consumers of media" is to understand the media at the point of production, and take into account the historical contexts in which they have operated and continue to operate. After all, one of the major industries of the
military industrial complex is media production. All of us need to get beyond
the manufactured fear and the hpterical rhetoric that characterizes the cor
porate-state-militaqrmedia complex (or simply the "power complex') that is
gtiblypeddling its *war on terror," and instead acquire an historicd materialisr
understanding of why the media operate they way ttrat they do, and in whose
interests they serve. Given the current egregious concentration in media or*rrership, there are only five co{porations dominating mainstream media in the
U.S., dlwith inti:rrelated interests.N(/hile public broadcasting is in serious dr
cline, censorship of leftist viewpoints is on the rise.

This clearly requires a critical media literacy approach in schools and in various
communitysiteswithin the public sphere, and is something that has interested
me ever since my days in the r97os in Canada when I taught elementary school.

Developing decolonizingways of teaching about the relationship among ideolog6 discourse, representation, power, and race, class andgender erploiradon
acknowledges tlrat there are multiple literacies.All--and I mean alFliteracics
teach us something tfuough different means and modalities of communication.'What are the literacies involved in the various mass media2 How do thev
teach us? How do they work pedagogically?

I refer to the media as "peqperual pedagog/'that teaches the imperial catechism
from the curriculum of the global coqporations with the imprimarur of the ncoliberal state and the ideologues of the New'World Order. They basically tcach
us market ideologr-that the onlyway to bring about Iiberty freedom and individud responsibility is ttrough the extraction of the surplus value from the
laborpower of the people. In order to accomplish theirgoal, the media need ro
forfeit their concerns for human rights (as opposed to individual personal rights)
and most of all, economic justice. They dont instill in us market ideolog'v;
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much as construct us as selFconscious agents through certain discoumes and
practices. This of course makes a mockery of the concept of democracy as classically understood as selFmanagement of the people by the people.

Critical media literacy can help us to slow down and reverse the current trend
among legislative and policymaking bodies and political leaders who increasingly marginalize, demonize, and exclude radical opposition groups from arenas of media debate whether in a de facto or de jure sense. Critical media
literary can help us raise and answer the question: Wlrat are posfcapitalist possibilities of living on our deeply endangered planet? Most young people in the
Llnited States get their daily doses of inlbrmation from television and the Internet, and I would argue that it's equally as challenging to critique the mass
media as, say to unpack various arguments that appear in print for their logical inc<lnsistencies and theirvariousgenres and figures ofspeech, their iconog-

raphy their signiliers and signifieds, their rhetorical conventions and tropes
and their various links and relationships, and how they puncnlate meaning.

ofthese representations can be treated

as ideological

All

"texts" that either illu-

minate or obfirscate (or a mixture of both) the relationship human beings have
to the social relations of production in which they toil and labor. In addition,
citizens and people everywhere should critically consider the complex histories,
social conditions, and numerous points ofview that underlie what is presented
to us in the media rather than ignorantly accepting what the coqporate media
presents as "truth" or cofirmon sense assumptions.
The question I think that needs to be raised is how neoliberalism has disciplined
and disempowered the working-class via the media and by coqporate funding of
the political process, loss ofjobs in the unionized sectoq the accumulation ofmassive deficits, austerity in the public sector, cuning of funds to loceil municipalities,
etc. Students should attempt to understand the motivations and arguments of
'Western
people advocating radical social change.
capitalist states--the U.S. above
alF-annot refiain from a visceral, unreflecdve, rurd politically motivated demonization of groups who are highly critical of the goveflrment because it's in their
best interest to discredit serious opposition to theirideological hegemony

The so-called'\var on terrorisnt'' is a preemptive strike on logic, morc accuratelyviewed asAmerican newspeak, a duplicitous Orwellian phrase thar capnues the ideological smokescreen needed by transnational colporarions antl
the global capitalist class to gain control over oil markets and world resourccs
in general, while crushing anyone who dares to oppose the exploitation of animals, people, and the Earth (orwho oppose U.S. global military establishment
with its black sites, espionage bases, secret military bases, and 7z; worldu"idc
bases openly listed by the militar9. Avisual metaphor apposite at iliustrating
howAmerican newspeak covers up the horror of human sutlering appearcd tlmously on our network television in zoo3. But how many people pickcd up on
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it? Remember the famous address by former Secretaryof State Colin Powell to

the UN on February 5 four years

ago?

The background consisted of blue

draperies and a row ofSecuriry Council flags. But the draperies covered over a
work of art that had hung ar rhe entrance to the Security Council since ry$jPicasso's famous mural, the "Guernica," which is an anti-war artwork Gtandiag
rr feet, 6 inches high and z5 feet, 8 inches wide) depicting women, children and
animals being destroyed by aerial bombardment in the ancient Basque town of

the same name. There is some question

as

to whether, at the last moment,

UN

officials wary of the protests moved Powell's speech to another site near the
"Guernica'' but not in front of it. But the point is that the initial covering up
of the "Guernica" serves as a chilling visual metaphor of how words and rher
oric work to cover up the horror ofwar. (There is no other country in the world
that has killed more people by means of aerial bombardment than the United
States.) Of course this brings to mind Nelson Rockefeller's sandblasting of
Diego Rivera's mural in the RCA Building in New York, tn t933, because it included a portrait ofMadimir Lenin.

Ifwe think about it, we are living snugly in Orwell's mythical land of Oceania,
and the media are able to accomplish here what the Ministry ofTiuth was able
to accomplish in that fabled land-the creation of agiant snare inwhichwe are
to be emptied of critical thoughr or refused access to it. Fanatical critics of the
academy like David Horowitz want to make all fiberals and radicals into Or
well's Emmanuel Goldstein, Enemy of the People. That's the dream of David
Horowitz and others like him who are busy attacking the academy with their
'Academic Bill of Rights"-since the academy is one of the few remaining public sites that makes a fairly wide range of discourses available to srudents (of
course with some conditions attached. Horowitz wants the academic left to be
counterbalanced with neoconservative ideologues. He will evengo so far as to
encourage Ann Coulter to be a featured speaker on college campuses. Ann
Coulter, with her mailcoat skirt, permrfake smile, and bile-dripping tongue,
represents the uberneocon warrior woman. Fulsomely praised for her unabashed public leadership by Horowitz and his ilk, she has become the regnant
model for the mifitant reactionaries who belong to the same fascist hive-Sean

84

Hannity Bill O'Reilly Rush Limbaugh, Glenn Beck, Michael Savage, and orhers. Their ideological barbarism and craven commentaries represent the most
putrid form of racism and hate-mongering----a vile posturing that has become
the fashionable attire ofthe radicd right.
Overall, historically the media have more than consented to ideologrcal indoctrination; they have assisted it. Young people need to see that our current "war
on terror" is averitable war on democracy waged against those recalcitrant malcontents who refuse to be beholden to institutions like the United States Teasuqa theWorld Bank and the InternationalMonetary Fund andwho threaten the
interests of the transnational capitalist class (a class that will resort to any act
that keeps high rates of profitability for capitalism and strengthens their hold
on power) and the neo-con-quest for world Empire. If we want to stop government, cofporate, and law enforcement attacks on civil liberties, free speech,
and domestic dissent of virtually all kinds, we will need a new generation of
media literate agents of socialist transformation. Regrettably the socialist rr
dition in the United States lives on in the public eye mainlyin the dictionary or
encyclopedia- That's not to say it isnt vibrant elsewhere, but not in the mainstream United States. A socinlist critique of the media would entail wrenching
the control of communication and information systems from the elite por,r'er
strucnlre who fear that their lies and criminal acts and entrenched corporate interests will be eposed to the public, a public whom theygready fear.
Speaking of the media, you point out numerous instances that displav an Amer
ican media that oftentimes espouses an attitude of ethnocentrism and violencc.
These kinds of comments (Just blow the place up," for example) are internaF

ized nnd regurgitated byviewers, and unfortunately by their kids-I've heard
some of it first hand in elementary school classrooms. What can critical educators do to combat these attitudes on a da1-to-day basis?

Asyou note, Sam, the corporate mediaposes a serious challenge to the critical
educator especially when we consider that on average, children in the Li.S.
spend roughly 9oo hours in school everyyear but I5oo hours watching teler-i-
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sionl There is also the alarming trend of the average child who watches 8,ooo
murders onTVbefore finishing elementaryschool andwho bythe age of eighr
een has seen 2oo,ooo acts of violence onT\ including 4o,ooo murders. Violence is very much pan of U.S. media culture; coupled with an increase in
hypermasculine, fearfactor rhetoric post 9/rr, critical educators must contend
with deeply ingrained belief systems that keep us farther and farther away from
attaining any form of a democratic or humanist global social order. The cor
porate media is indeed overwhelming and can appear undefeatable. It is the
main structurd force that communicates neo-liberalism and that works to sustain negative views of the "other" to the masses G.e., the non-White, heterosexual, masculine figwe of U.S. Empire). But critical educators can always open
a space for students to critically interrogate the production of ideolog,r vis-ivis the corporate media. Critical educators can offer students a language (and
languages) ofcritique that can help them make better sense ofthe forces that
shape the particularities oftheirlives. Educators can challenge the production
of politically charged rhetoric, i.e.,'Just blow the place up" as you say by er
ploring other forms of popular culture that offer young people an alternative
way to relate to the "other."

sc

wich lr itribr
cliscuss several erlucational movements in south Anrenca
]lii,you've had some personal experience, namely the trfission Roljin:*o.
\enc,rur:i"r.
in
sion Ribas, Missionvuelvan caras, and Mission Sucre progran"r.s

lbu

.ilx.,ut
well as some similar ones rhat are developing in Bolivia. Talk a bit
*
c;rk un
vour
impacted
greatly
they
imagine
I
can
as
there,
your experiences
this book.
as

is
Although we have each visited venezuela a number of times, our know'ledgc
However'
ground'
the
on
shape
taking
hmiteJabout how these programs are
been greatly imbased on what we have had the opportuniry to see, we have

development
pressed by the Bolivarian Missions and their emphasis on human
social forma
democratic
the creative capacity of all individuals to create
and

of human
tions able to address local needs in the context of a larger project
consist o[
missions
emancipation by means of political transformation. These
we
were able
anti-poverry ani social welfare programs. During one of our visits,
school
to rrisit oneof them in particular: Mission Ribas, a twoJear secondary
ecoprogram fthat teaches Spanish, mathematics, world geographyVenezuelan
.roriLr, *orld historyVenezuelan history English, physics, chemistry biokrgr;
computer science), targets five millionvenezuelan dropouts. This program
and

Critical educators around the country are making powerfrrl contributions to
breaking through the corporate media's stranglehold on the minds of young
people. They use various forms of "media" to counter mainstream communications production G.e., spoken word, hip-hop, theatre, etc.) and we can learn
a great deal about teaching and learning from those instances. But what I think
is more important, Sam, is for the critical educator to see the classroom as a
space of trust and reciprocity that must connect to a student's every day consciousness and lived experience. Ifthat e4perience is rooted in ethnocentric
and racist bigotry then the critical educator still needs to create the condirions
for dialogue to emerge. Only through dialogue can a srudent begin to challenge
her own assumptions. And only in challenging her assumptions can a studenr
begin to see howparticular discourses are manufactured and inwhose interestr
It is at that point that critical consciousness is developed. All of this is much
easier to write about than put in practice, but it is not impossible.

use their per
has a Community and Social-labor Component, where groups
to address thc
proposals
practical
to
develop
leaming
sonal experience and their
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nation.
needs of their communities

of
Sfe were fornrnate enough to ioin in a group discussion of this component
the
of
facilitator
zoo6.
The
rt,
the program in Barrio La Vega, on September
.Urt n"i* by asking participants to relate their memories about the sigrufi.*.. ols"pi"mber rr in their regional histories. Participants began to recolin
lect the Chlea' coup led byAugusto Pinochet backed by the United States
discussion
The
establishing a military d.ictatorship that lasted seventeen years.
to
on the murdered and tornrred victims under Pinochet's rule, leading
focused

what participants described as one of the bloodiest coups in Latin American
resisr
history From this discussion point people began to recollect their own
zoo2'
ye,"
in
the
history
markedVenezuelan
that
d'etat
coup
ance; the failed
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present to see possible di"
we can look ro rhe past, the future and to the
*rat there is no prerections that our strqggle can take, we have to acknowledge
paper-'V'e don't struggle
determined path. As i mentioned recently in a short

.w.hile

Many of those seated in the open-aired classroom chronicled the day inwhich
thousands marched down from the shantytowns hovering over the presidential
palace to defy the presumed natural order of history and to reinstate their democratically elected president. Their narratives collided against the dominant
tropes ofhistory and experience that, since zoor, locate terror and oppression
within a W'estern Eurocentric topologr

The point for the Bolivian educators was not to privilege one form of terror

insomeabsoluteelsewhere,lamentinghavingmissedtherendezvouswithtruth.
in the
O* ,t*ggl" is warm-blooded and it-will ettd *httt its gestation began:

know where we are going' because it is the only
of its many disguises and
destination where we can divest our human condition
the ideological produccontest
only
we
can
even then, we need to realize that

fertile soilof
{i

over another, but to recuperate their social struggle in relation to an unfolding
t
epoch where terror is presumed to exist outside the chronologr of their hisI
torical memory The Bolivarian project assumes multiple forms.'Whereas the
i
educational missions seek to provide tlre disenfranchised with the necessary
skills to build a society of their own making, they are also committed to decol- I
*l
onizing the selffrom a historical legary ofoppression-

tionofthecapitalistclassandnotabolishitunlessthesocialrelationsofprowhile continually
duction geneiating it cease to exist' The path to socialism'

;G
;"fltt

ti

I

From reading your book, I can discern that what separates more successfirl {
socialist movements from less successfiil ones is their dedication to remaining
"anti-hierarchical, decentralized, and grassroots." But can a movement stay
this way as it grows and achieves its ultimate goal of reaching a broader audience? How can such movements avoid descending into the oppressive and essentially tlrannical depths as fundamentalist movements on the other end <lf
the spectrum often do?

PM

I get asked that question a lot. Recently Nathalia and I spoke in the heart of
the opposition to Chavez in Maracaibo, Venezuela, at a university where, unfornrnately some students were injured and killed during a protest. Before we
were ordered to leave campus by the military police, we had a chance to talk
about the importance of the struggle for socialism. Because we work for a
Venezuelan think tank in Caracas that is pro-Chavez, and because we identified
ourselves in suppon of the Bolivarian Revolution, the audience was verywary
But we persisted. The struggle for socialism, we said, is best animated by the poetry of Antonio Machado when he writes: Carninante no hay camino, se bace el
camirc al andar (Tiaveler, there is no road. The road is made as one walks).
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tread
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iocialism internationally will share many features but
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much will be unique to its country of origin'
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a compulsory activity, and where the full development of human capacity is encouraged."

modified and ceases to be

Also, many revolutionaries in the past felt that abolishing capitalism was
enough (the fust negation in dialectical praxis), but you need to move to the second negation and abolish capitalism's law ofvalue, its very social form. In ad-

To these words I would like to add the sentiment of Michael kbowitz, a.lllarxist economist and friend, who invites us to build a world that operates by means
of a direct social knowledge that cannot be communicated through the indirect
medium of money: a knowledge tacitly based upon recognition of our unin'
and solidariry'We need to strive for that.'We can, I believe, create a new kind
of socialist state from the bottom up, v/ith direct participatory democrary as
its basis. And one day perhaps it will work so well that the state can evenrualltr'

dition, there was no coherent vision of what such a society would look like.
And there was too litde emphasis on human development.'We need to be reminded of Che's warning that you cant build a socialist sociery without at the
same time creatiag a new human being. A question raised by Marx in his Theses to Feuerbach (lMho will educate the educators?') was echoed by Che when
he wrote in a speech in 196o: "The fust recipe for educating the people is to
bring them into the revolution. Never assume that by educating rhe people
theywill learn, by education alone, with a despotic government on their backs,
how to conquer their rights. Teach them, first and foremost, to conquer their
rights and when they are represented in government they will effordessly learn
whatever is taught to them and much more."

wither away

sc

Reading this book has alfirmed for me something I've thought in the past--rvc
live in a culture rooted in binaries: Us vs. Them, Good vs. Evil. It seems we art
forever ideologically poised against an "other." On the global scale, it is the

To me, this mandates struggling for a different social logic-something our
side the logic of commodification. This also implies the creation of a new
social culture, control ofwork by the associated producers and also the very
transformation of the nature ofwork itself We are looking to creare aworld
where, as I have said before, 'a new mode of distribution can prevail not
based on socially necessary labor time but on actual labor time, where alien-

goodAmerican heroes vs. the bad Middle Eastern terrorists. But these binaries
play out in much smaller \Mays, as you point out well. In school, kids who arc
deemed "special" or "difTerent" are often pushed through a system that does
litde to give them a lcgitimate chance to succeed. This applies to kids who grorv

ated human relations are subsumed by authentically transparent ones,
where freely associated individuals can successfi.rlly work towards a permanent revolution, where the division between mental and manual labor can
be abolished, where patriarchal relations and other privileging hierarchies
ofoppression and exploitation can be ended, where we can truly exercise
the principle'from each according to his or her ability and to each according to his or her need,'where we can traverse the terrain of universal rights
unburdened by necessity, moving sensuously and fluidly within that ontological space where subjectivity is exercised as a form of capacitSbuilding
and creative selFactivity within and as a part of the social totality: a space
where labor is no longer exploited and becomes a striving that will benefit
all human beings, where labor refuses to be instrumentalized and com-

and the status quo is to write them old since they'll never be effecdve in thc capitalist mode of production and thus are not worth the cost that would be rn-

up in poverty to English language leamers, to the "learning disabled" and "mentallyretarded."Thesegroups are almost always seen as natually disadvanraged.

curred by really educating them. How can critical educators help breali this
rycle? How can the needs of "special" learners be brought center stage in the
arena of education? What will it take tbr the powers that be to recognizc thar
there is more than one way for learning to take place? I imagine this will not bc
an easy task, as such inflexible methods as mandatory standardized testing (*ith
a strict system of rewards and punishments) have become so integral to the s''stem. How do we break the rycle of "endless repetition and alienation"?

TI

Unfom:rntd

Sam, the "powers that be" do rccognize that more than onc n.pc^

of "learner" does exist. There is an abundance of literarure in the field that il-
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or unknowingly-in the service of maintaining internal cultural homogenciry and an internal colonialism.

lustrates avariety ofeducational practices that can better serve the needs of
these students. Flowever, the interests ofthe capitalist elite and ofthe free
market trump the interests of a humanizing critical pedagogr that can accommodate a diverse student population.
The economistWilliamtbb puts it succincdy V7hen it comes to the neoliberal model of education, three conditions must be present. First, the conditions need to be established for the failure of public service. In other words,
public education services must be proven as inefficient and unable to attend to
the needs ofall students. Throqgh high-stakes testing and punitive accountr
bility policies the groundwork is established to justifr the public school's failure to "educate."This leads to the second condition: the complete demise ofthe
public school sector as aviable public service agenc)4 Once this has been established, we come across the third condition: the intervention of the private
sphere to "fix" or "recti$/' the public school's failure to provide services for our
youth. Now, I have only briefly articulated this phenomenon; it is much more
complex and subversive than I have described here. In our book we looked at
historical shifts within education policy and how the move towards privatization, high-stakes accountability and a reduced Gf not totally absent) emphasis
on promoting education appropriate (i.e., bitingual schooling) for avaried student group is connected to an evolving neoliberal model of education. Butwe
also examined these shifts in relation to the ideolory of empire-building. And
on this latterpoint is where the more subde tactics come into form *uough education policy but also educational practice in the classroom. Within this
framework, education is perceived as the main appararus of assimilation, acculturation, for a growing diverse student population into the economic and social dimensions of an increasingly imperial and militaristic PaxAmericana.

OFEMPIRE

Now, how can all of this be broken?'well, I think that there are various instances where educators are coming together to establish alternative teachrng
and learning practices and where communities are playing a more integral role
in the schooling ofyouth. But systematically it is very difficult to alter the pedagogical landscape that we have described because smrcnrally there is no tbre.
seeabte ch"rrg.. Ch"ng. *.rtt take place along two dimensions*in the populu
sphere and ai the level of the state. Now, this leads us into another debate oler
th. ,tr.r.t*.-agency relation. But I'll stop here Sam. Suffice to say that criti
cal educators are ahvays engaged and looking to create pedagogical spaces that
can attend to the needs

sc

ofall learners and ofbuilding

a

democratic social order'

perf-ect world, it would be great for critical educators tcl just break frec
the system on their own, to "reject their role...as custodians of empire."

In

a

oi

\?i-

cally, ho*eu.r, educarors who do so are basically demonized. Professor
Mcii-aren, after all, rops rhe "Dirty Thitty'' list of dangerous prof'e:sors :rt
ucLA. It is a scary thing to consider, but people have been scandalized and
worse because of their rejection ofwhat seems to be a downright unjust s\stem.
But, fiankly speaking, there will always be someone waiting to cake a position
and follow the rules blindly !(/hat would you say to educators who are simplr
afraid to take a stnnd?

PM

'We

have tried to understand these shifts in education in terms of their historical specificity and in terms of their functional imperatives for nation-

states administering a commoditScentered economy'We can see how the
rhetoric of positive nationalism, i.e., equal opportunity for all, occludes both
the racialized ideologies and class interests of those who act-either willingly

h*,

The "DirtyThirty'' scandal had a surprisingly international reach. In t1ct, thcrc
was an article about it accompanied by an interviewwith me and Nathalia in a
popular magazine in Greece just months ago. According to a prol'essor w'ho
translated it for me, I was described as being a danger to the American Dream"
or something to ttrat effect (and interestingly enough, the artide was vefr Positive about the work I was doinp. There seemed to be more interest in thc
,,DirryThiny'' scandal outside the country than inside. Some in the Lr-S. ln-ho reacted to the story recognized the McCarthyite tactics of the righnring aaack"
It hits a nerve. Ofcourse, the consequences for those on the AtcC-anhy hx *ere
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far more dire. \Torking as a professor to establish a counterhegemonic, counter
public sphere is not without its risks. It's not a frictionless endeavor. As the sa1-

inggoes, you cant make an omelette without breaking eggs. You cant attempt
to speak truth to power without inviting some hard knocks coming your way
But you cant focus on that. You have to move forward. It's my fervent belief
that critical pedagory needs to beginwith public political action, what has been
called "public pedagory"As radical educators, our prime endeavor should be to
bring about an all-embracing and diverse fellowship ofglobal citizens profoundly
endowed with a fi-rlly claimed humanitf-something best exemplified by the
life and work of Paulo Reire. As I have said before, critical educational praxis is
directive and political. But while it advocates social justice, it never, under any
circumstances, should become a form of imposition.
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producing equality because capitalism is structured around the privatc or'r'n.rrfrip ofin. -eans of produciion (the congealed labor of the other) of the
of
social surplus; equality under capitalism means the equal exploitation
the
creating
with
be
concerned
to
human labor. This means thar we need
conditions for critical consciousness, which in essence is political consciousthat
ness (which in turn is designed to illuminate the political unconscious
rliare
they
as
forces
regulares the social rotaliry) produced by ideological
ofprodur
alJctically produced through interaction with the social relations
tion. It means we need to abandon a quietist and contemplative approach to
critical pedagogr and embrace a more dynamic approach to linking up ped-

toih! stroggte for socialism. Capitalism is a vastly expanding world
"gog.i$
must
system brrt it is not impregnable. Any socialist opposition to capitalism
be organized along internationalist lines'

Public pedagogy should be about achieving for humaniry freedom from necessiry Critical pedagory as critique, consciousness-raising, and class struggle bears an affinity to the process of Karl Marx's "revolutionary praxis"
---what he refers to as "the coincidence of the changing of circumstances and
of human activify or selFchange." As I have said, "'We develop our capacities
and capabfities through our own activities, through our attempts at changing society In other words, we change sociery by changing ourselves and we
change ourselves in our struggle to change sociery The act of knowing is always a knowing act. IZe learn abour reality not by reflecting on it but by
changing it." Paying attention to the simultaneous change in circumstances
and selFchange and creating a new inregrated world view founded upon a
new social matrix and social contract is what differentiates the public scholar
and educator from the hegemonic educator. Public scholarship is about understanding objective class relations in the context ofhistorical processes and
social practices that are independent of our volition or will. It is also concerned with how our subjectiviries are created in relation to the production
of surplus value produced by social labor.
As Teresa Ebert would put it, a public scholar is a critical pedagogue who creates opporrunities for explaining the constirutive impossibiliry of capitalism

,'banking" is necessary as people arc boflr withour
knowledge of facts, such as r*r=2. Iir?lain why teaching these tbcts docs not
this u'as
need to Jquate ro "banking." In my class on Critical Issues inli:aching,
I scc it.
way
The
necessary
bankingwas
a hot topic. I4any people insisred that
some would argue that

tht-,
even rh;se simple lacts can be taught in a dialogic way so as tr,r enable even
her
culor
his
of
in
the
shaping
very young srud"rr, ,o be an active participant
,.iotrrr.rl i.e., he should be allowed to ask, "'W'hy do I need to learn this?"

Yes,

I

agree

with your point samantha. The banking approach to educatitin

the students' heads by depositing isolated facts) has habituated young
p."pt" ao rntMst and evangelical triumphalist propaganda, and has subjectivel-v
ieconclled rhem to the objective logics of the world market. But there is anworth making that Richard Kahn, Robin Ti'uth Goodman' and

(filling

ul

other point

percr irlayo have put forward which is that some people misunderstand *'har
beFreire said about knowledge uansmission. Some groups have argued that
(because,
for
Frcirc,
to
education
approach
banking
cause Frei-re is against the
it is a type of forced normality that produces docile, unthinking subiects), he rs
against crrlt,r.ul transmission altogether. And they argue that passing d<;wn
knowledge, transmitting it ifyou will, to present genefations from past gener
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ations is important to indigenous communities. Therefore, according to this
logic, Freire hinders indigenous communities.

ers become students and students become teachers-and both groups work
rVhywould Reire
together in resisti4g e4ploitation and qystems of oppression.
argue that tribal knowledges to be passed down to a newgeneration be categorized as oppression? Customs and traditions dont alwala need to be changed

in order to 6ght oppression. Some might. Others might not. Often they can be
form of resisti4goppressionand so should be conserve&--andeveneryanded.
Here the question of context is important.
a

)u

In your opinion, will critical, dialogic modes of pedagory eventually create a
national, and perhaps a global, consciousness in which things no longer seem
"inevitable"?

NI

W'ell, critical and dialogic models of pedagogy can definitely play a role in demythologizing the so-called natural order of capitalism (and many other isms)

but there are many forms of pedagory that aim towards the same. I think that
it is more important to connect dialogue with practical activity and to under
stand that any shift in consciousness must be tied to concrete social relations
and the struggle to improve them. Norq I'm not advocating change in the linear or teleological sense. rJThat I am saying is that the "end ofhistoqy''(as
Fukuyama put it) is not solely a question of language or of the mind. The human
body is characterized by an inherently dual condition. On the one hand, bodies are the sites ofdiscursively inscribed experience and subjectivity and on the
other, bodies are formed extra-discursively as sites of resistance and interver
tion. I(rhen we connect the discursive sites of eryerience (through dialogue,
let's say) with the sites of resistance, there is an oppomrnity for change.
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One of the ideas frequently "b;rnked" into our murds is thc nucrun *i }tarrism/socialism as something evil, "authoritarian," or contrarv to narurc" liru gn c
a neat little definition of socialism on page rro of your trook -a s<xict't'balcd
not on value but on the fullillment of human need." It's hard to call thar an er il
idea Perhaps one of the first items on the agenda of the cridcal pcdagoguc r-r
to debunk the myths. How can this be done?

PM

Well, socialism has to do with, first and foremost, economic justice. And tor
many politicians here in the U.S., social justice education is tantamount to suPportmg socialism. And for those who have been raised on Cold rVar rhetoric,
much like I was in my native Canada in the r95os, socialism has become a synonym for evil, specifically the evil generated by totalitarian communism. ln
Canad4 though, the demonization wasnt as complete as it was here. For rnstance, in Canada, people still take pride in their socialized medicine, although
neoliberal capitalism is chipping away at that slowly Teaching youth abour socialism has ahrays been a powerfril challenge. But post September tt, zoot, such
efforts have been well nigh impossible. In a recent article, I cited Naomi Klcin
who claims ttrat after September rr, zoor (which was designated as "Year Zero').
the Bush administration told us that history had to begin over again. N{ajor advances and successes achieved by social movements that had been gaining momentum before 9/u were derailed. One of the majorgoals of the United States
is to make sure that no socialistgovernmentswillprevail anywhere in the u'orld
such that they could serve as shining alternatives to capitalism. There is the assumption among neoliberal educational reformers that a capitalist sociery (br

Following from this misrepresentation of Freire, Freire's position against the
panking method means that he is against the cultural diversity (the passing on
oflocal tribal or cultural traditions) that would be necessary for creati4g a more
sustainable environment. But Freire stresses a dialogic, reflexive pedagog4 one
that mediates the contradictions between teachers and students so that teach-
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cause

it supposedlyfacilitates democracy)

is desirable whereas a socialist socierr'

(which supposedly leads to totalitarianism and fascism) is to be avoided at all
costs---even if it means destroying a democratically elected socinlist government through violent means (the case of Chile's Salvador Allende is but one
storied example and there are many otlters, such as the recent coup aftempt to
overthrowVenezuela's democratically elected president, Hugo Chavez, *'hich
most certainlywas attempted with the assistance of the United Stated.
'$(/hile

it

is true that Marx is still occasionally touted as a visionary the legael'
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of rhe ex-Soviet Union that in the'West made it the posterchild of the "Mam
ist" gulag has not disappea-r€d. It has led manyyoung people to disregard Marx
as a thinker worthy ofserious study and socialist educators into despairing
whether or not there is a real future lbr socialism. Xfe need to put Marx into
the curriculum, to emphasize the labor history of this country 6s a Wobbly
myself I would love to see the history of the Industrial Workers of the World
put into the high school curriculum) and other countries, and to encourage debates about the merits of socialism versus capitalism in classrooms and also in
the public square.'We need to see these debates focused on the very nature of
media knowledges and with the corporate control of media, how likely is this?
Marx only really discussed the nature of socialist sociery in Citiquc ofthe Gotba
Prograrn,which he wrote after the struggle of the Paris Commune. Here, Marx
echoes the vision of society that he oudined irThe Communia Manifesto.
saw socialism in terms of an earlyphase of communism inwhichworlc
ing people have, through revolutionary struggle, seized power and abolished
the private ownership of the major means of production where socialism is
seen as emerging out of the muck of capitalist society and stamped with the
birthmarks of the old sociery as well. It is important to emphasize, as do the
Chavistas, that socialism will always carry the character of the people and culture struggling for it. Socialism teaches us that social interests should never be
put aside for individual gain, that human beings should never be degraded,
that humanpotential must be activated in all spheres of social lifb, and that the
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gap between mental and manual labor and berween conception and execution
must be closed. Economic and social life must be planned to meet the needs
of rhe majority Asocialist plan of productionwould be developed byworkers'

committees, trade unionists, shop stewards, community and workers councils, and the like. Most of all, socialism emphasizes human and endogenous
development and stresses the importance of creativity in both our personal
and public lives. Without a knowledge of the socialist tradition and critical
social theory students will more readily come to accept neoliberal capitalism
and imperialism (both economic aad military or a combination thereo0 as the
only viable arrangements for our lives.

\bu citc Arundhati Roys argumenr

abour violencc. In it, she cxplaiu-s rhar rer
something of a narural reaction by rhe oppresscd against a fbrcc u hic h
simplycannot be met on equalground (due ro an excess of arms, funding, nrur
pclwcr, etc.). She says, "W'hat pcople lack in wealth and power, they u,ili m.ilc
up with stealth and strategr" Iiurtherrnore, Roy argucs that a gove mmenr ciinnot condeml violence without being truly open to mrn-violent lbrms ot dissent: "if goverrunents do not d<i all they can to honor non-violcnr rcsistalcc.
then by default they privilege those who curn to violence." In a culrurc rhar is at
times obsessed by terror, these are hugely irnpclrtant concepts. ls terrorisnr in
tact the natural place war musr go in a capitarlist society whe r-c rhe govcrnnicnr
possesses the means to fcrrcibly overtake not only its own citizcns, but thosc of
other lands as welP Is this thc only way tbr a war to be f-ought by nvo side s, u.hcn
one side far overmatches the other? If this is the case, what can bc donc in thr
here and now to prevent terrorism? Or is errother 9/rr inevitablc? Are Amcriciurs
simply sitting ducks? I'd hate ro rhink that's true, but logic tells mc it ma_v be

rorism

Marx
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Ilichael fuvage-Seul

has pointed our that lsligious figures such as Dom }Iclda
Camera and Oscar Romero spoke of a "bloody triniry'' of three levels of violence: structural violence or frsrlevel violence or violence of the "father" (sucial, economic, political, and military systems and arrangements, codilied in
law and custom that are responsible for tens ofthousands ofinnocent dcaths
throughout theworld each day); revolutionaryviolence or second-lcvelviolcncc
or violence of the "sorf' (responses to firsrlevel or structural violence); anti rcactionary violence or third-level violence or violence of the 'tvil spirir" (thc
reply by the state to acts of rebellion against structural or firsrlevel violencc).

In our book, we pointed out that strucrural violence dominates today's impcrial regimes and their client srates. Yer, even though this is clearly rhe case, rcr
olutionary violence is the only violence officially condemned by such imperiai
states. Yet revolutionary violence can at leasr be theoretically justificd in rhc
sense ofpeasants and workers defending their families from aggressions of thc
rich represented in the levels of structural violence and reactionar;,r.iolcnce .
Ilany liberation theologians make this case.Jesus was very liliely s1:rnparherrc
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to the insugency against the Roman occupation and therefore could possibly
understand revolutionaryviolence even though he distancedhimself from this
second-level viol6nce, as well as from the structural violence of the Roman Empire. Rivage-Seul points out thatJesus understood that second-level (revolutionary) violence would necessarily provoke a reactionary third-level violence
and nothingwould be changed (as his parable about the abstentee landlord and
his tenants illustrated). UltimatelyJesus did not seek the divin2ation of revolutionary violence. Structural violence in the United States is very rarely addressed by the state but revolutionaryviolence, especially postg/u, is rejected
out of hand. This rejection comes as a spectacle, whether in the image of
George Bush in a flight suit landing on an aircraft carier or saluting the troops
at a baseball game. Flere among the populations within the United States that
are theocratic-leaning, God becomes the eternal spectator of our performing
flesh and he grows very queasy when violence of imperial armies attacking the
barbarians becomes a mimetic reenactment of divine salvation.
RivagrSeul

critical of the moral authority exercised by Christians living comfortablyin the U.S.A. vrho uncriticallycondemn second-levelviolence while er
cusing systematic aggression in service to U.S. corporate interests. Steve Best,
Anthony Nocella and I just published an article called "Revolutionary PeacemakrqS lJsi4g a Critical PedagogrApproach for PeacemakingWith'Terrorists"'
for the fuurnalfor Critical Edtcation Policy Sndies that addresses some of your
concerns.'We conclude with an acknowledgment "that social conflicts often
stem from antithetical interests that require oppressors to yield to the oppressed,
somethi4g they rarely can be persuaded to do. Thus, while peacemaking strategies may fail as competing parties choose the path ofviolence---as has happened
countless times in the conflict between Palestine and Israel---they nonetheless
are worth striving for and are the fust avenue of conflict transformation...Without at least efforts at peacemaking, there is no check against violence whatsoever, and societies easily degenerate into chaos, violence, and war." I am not
optimistic but I am hopefi.rl, and we need alwap to conjugate hope with strqggle, to ask hope to conspire with revolutionary praxis.
is
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